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Poetry after Guantanamo: M.I.A.

John Hutnyk

Centre for Cultural Studies, Goldsmiths College, University of London, SE14 6NW, UK

(Received 16 November 2011; final version received 9 January 2012)

The recent work of the Sri-Lankan-British musician and sonic ‘curator’ known as
M.I.A. (real name: Mathangi Arulpragasam) is considered as a commentary on
atrocity and read alongside the well known essay ‘The Storyteller’ by Walter
Benjamin and comments on Auschwitz by Theodor Adorno. The storytelling here
is updated for a contemporary context where global war impacts us all, more or
less visibly, more, or less, acknowledged. It is argued that the controversy over
M.I.A.’s Romain Gavras video Born Free is exemplary of the predicament of art
in the face of violence, crisis and terror � with this track, and video, M.I.A.’s work
faced a storm of criticism which I want to critique in turn, in an attempt, at least,
to learn to make or discern more analytic distinctions amongst concurrent
determinations of art. A careful reading of Adorno can in the end teach us to see
Born Free anew.

Keywords: Benjamin; Adorno; Gavras; M.I.A; music; terror; racism; orientalism

A ‘cultural project’ runs alongside the War on Terror and impacts upon a diverse

range of practices, from the militarisation of public policy, through to entertainment,

cinema and the music industry. In a ‘nanny state’ on the march � where anxiety over

‘the ability to make babies’ signals white supremacist fear of ‘demographic changes’
(Bhattacharyya, 1998, pp. 293, 299, 2008, p. 92) � there might be reason to revisit the

now near-impossible role of the storyteller as the site of critique and an alternative to

‘Total War’. The storytelling I have in mind has to do with the war ‘at home’ and

with forms of media using humour, jokes and pranks that stress or otherwise reveal

this. Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno are the bookends that permit some

comments on the work of the culture industry performer-curator and musician

Mathangi Arulpragasam, also known as M.I.A.

Storytelling

On the eve of the second imperialist world war, the one that he did not live through,

Walter Benjamin wrote an essay called ‘The Storyteller’ for the journal Orient and

Occident (October 1936). In this essay, ostensibly devoted to the works of the writer

Nikolai Leskov, but also about fairytales, reading, buying books, magic, Macbeth

and Marxism, teaching and tall tales, Benjamin first suggested that the idea of a
storyteller seems remote to modern sensibility. The reasons for this are many, but one

of them is set out starkly in a way that might give us pause in the context of today’s
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world of terror, fear, hype and lies. With a foreboding of what is to come, Benjamin

writes of war stories:

Every glance at a newspaper shows that it [storytelling] has reached a new low . . .our
image not only of the external world but also of the moral world has undergone changes
overnight, changes which were previously thought impossible. Beginning with the First
World War . . .wasn’t it noticeable that at the end of the war those who returned from
the battlefield had grown silent � not richer but poorer in communicable experience.
(Benjamin, 2002, p. 144)

I think storytelling is the mediation, the mechanism in theory, which processes and

gives form to the patina of ideas, the plethora of interpretation that needs to be

negotiated in thought. The storyteller asserts and fights for authority, the passive

aggressive late-night campfire insistence of ‘listen to me, I’ve a story to tell, a web to

spin’. Ideologies of war, children’s morality, ghost tales, instruction, newspapers,

embedded reporters and the international seeking-telling of ethnographic effort, all

participate in this mediation. Not immediacy, but retelling, repetition, recitation.

In ‘The Storyteller’, Benjamin mentions three times the character Scheherazade

from the 1001 Nights (known in Arabic as Alf Layla wa Layla). His point in the essay

is to distinguish between memory and mere information, and, following this, I think

it worth pursuing the Benjamin�Adorno line that the trick is to tell better stories

such that despotism might be overcome. We can do this in the interval before the

formation of a genuine revolutionary people’s army that can win, which is of course

also a narrative gamble: Scheherazade, you will remember, tells her stories as a ruse

to buy time from the despotic King Shahryar.
There are problems with this kind of reading. That Scheherazade had to tell

deviously charming stories to evade death at the hands of Shahryar is only the first of

the points at which Edward Said-style critiques of Orientalism would need to be

deployed. Wicked and conniving traders outfoxed by fantastically beautiful maidens

told as fairy tales to children, with romance and magic, disguising the violence at the

heart of the stories themselves. This does effective ideological duty (‘get ‘em while

they’re young’) and reinforces, as mere story, some fairly unsavoury values. It is 30

years since Said delivered Orientalism (1978) and though some might have quibbles

with what has happened in the wake of that text, it certainly alerts us to something

important and not yet nearly resolved. In its wake, Orientalism released many

historical studies (see, for example, Viswanathan 1989), though despite Said’s own

work on Palestine, such as Covering Islam (1981) and After the Last Sky (1986),

perhaps not enough followers of Said write of now.

Gargi Bhattacharyya’s aforementioned work, Tales of Dark-skinned Women

(1998) is a text that does engage Orientalism with the contemporary, and she works

through many of these questions when relating contemporary politics to the tales of

Scheherazade. For Bhattacharyya, the ‘strange happenings of the Nights’ are ‘passed

off as some kind of accurate depiction’ of the East (1998, p. 11). Even if I can agree

with her that framing the stories as ‘props to the orientalist conspiracy’ misses the

power of distraction through entertainment, I am not yet sure that the formulation

works to undo power in every case: ‘The glamour of Scheherazade is her ability to see

another story hidden in the despair of the present’ (Bhattacharyya 1998, p. 11).

Though I share and learn from Bhattacharyya’s narration of State crimes against
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British Asian British-Caribbean settlers, I suspect more than glamour is required

since storytelling is, of course, not analysis nor redress. Storytelling provides a frame

for bringing the flux of isolated instances, experiences and events together. It can also

have an explicit critical intent � Scheherazade’s storytelling is deceptively, seductively,
hostile to the audience she will persuade, change, and in the end love (well, marry) �
rearranging dangerous desires through patient narrative towards justice (pace

Spivak, 2008). The gamble of storytelling, at least for Scheherazade, is hedged by

way of repetition, but it is not simply the next next next of iteration that succeeds,

rather the timing is crucial. With another story always ready in waiting, she must

start and end at the appointed hour and does not know in advance if it works.

M.I.A.

So I still hope stories can be told in the storyteller-challenged world. I nominate

Mathangi Arulpragasam, aka M.I.A., as the new Scheherazade for our times. Her

sonic concoctions are parables that illustrate our predicament, and speak truth, in

their way, to power. This section examines the video provocation of the M.I.A., in

collaboration with Romain Gavras, and I investigate the way stereotypes that are

knocked down seem to threaten to just get right back up again. I consider the efforts

and difficulties that have occupied certain musicians, writers, filmmakers and
commentators in the context of a murderous and violent repetition that has to be

called, without too much hyperbole, ‘Total War’. I take M.I.A.’s video Born Free as

exemplary for a survey of the absurd and often worrying scrapes British South Asian

musicians have gotten themselves into under the new civil (un)liberties environment

of the contemporary city and argue that if we can agree that the co-constitution of

the war ‘over here’ and ‘over there’ should be recognised differently, then our

responses may also need to be different. We could surely not be comforted by my

characterisation of the war ‘here’ in the secure metropolitan ‘green zones’ as low-
level anxiety in a state of civil liberty erosion, creeping authoritarianism and

disguised militarism � in costume and design � but this is the condition of war. That

there is a discourse, architecture and fashion of low-intensity warfare seems as

evident as it is subject to the most desultory disregard. The point would be not so

much to complain that this pseudo-war goes on, but that an absent-minded full-scale

mobilisation is recognised inversely as paralysing at best, or, at worst, leads people to

a capricious denial. Blood on our hands but not even an attempt to wash it off; after

its initial articulations, the slogan ‘Not in My Name’ was barely legible in the
diminishing anti-war movement, itself indicative of responsibilities shirked, dis-

avowed and ignored, and thereby deeply damaging. That there is nevertheless a

mobilisation and general awareness of the stakes of this war is evidenced in the

expressive production of a large number of the performers that have made some sort

of critical comment on the war, in those who listen, watch, purchase and support

their music, in those that talk about the issues, in those who demonstrate on the

streets, those that join the flotillas to Gaza, those who write to their MPs to express

their concern about the denial of civil liberties, deaths in custody, excessive CCTV,
repressive immigration laws and procedures, abuse of police powers to stop and

search, racism of policy and practice, etc. This is a mobilisation of concern that takes

many forms, but at the same time there is sometimes also a general listlessness in the

face of the repressive apparatus, in circumstances where the main violence is, as Ewa
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Jasiewicz once called it, a kind of ‘violence without violence’ (personal communica-

tion, 7 August 2010). A prevailing condition of the ‘keep calm and carry on’ security

that comforts those who are safe ‘at home’ is that a repressive complicity disables

criticism of the pervasive war effect as it appears everywhere, and at best turns anti-

war opposition into performance, staged protest and the lyricism of music, song,

drum and video. All in all, this is never enough to stop the atrocities of war.

As Adorno quite possibly would have argued, an explicit opposition to the holocaust
does not guarantee the camp mentality is abandoned, and poetry in such

circumstances is barbaric. He was surely thinking of Benjamin when he wrote those

famous lines; the point is that every document of civilisation is also a testimony to

barbarism; and we now have YouTube and Daily Motion on which to see it.

Stereotypes are nasty. Despite critique of the often evident simplifications involved,

knocking them down can tend to reinforce them. This has been the case with the

controversy, somewhat contrived, that surrounds M.I.A.’s 2010 Romain Gavras-made

video promo for her track ‘Born Free’, from the album Maya. Consideration of how

this narrative confirms or confounds stereotype could set the political contexts of the

track in relief. In the video the reference is to immigration crack-downs in the USA; on

the album the association is with Sri Lankan army execution of Tamils and the

displacement of those seeking refuge from the civil war. Can we think music �
musicology, hip hop scholarship, pop history � without addressing a wider syncopa-

tion? I also want to insist that M.I.A. and Born Free must be understood in a double

register. If Bhattacharyya (2008) has made the case that a cultural project runs
alongside the War on Terror, it is my argument that this permanent terror scenario �
Total War � is not fully open to analysis by a culture industry focused Cultural Studies.

Market research modes of scholarship � audience studies, facilitation/celebration of

identity, diaspora, arts and crafts, ethnomusicology � do not enable a critique of the

deployment of culture in war. Instead I think we can both see and hear a critique of this

argument in the work of artists who tell truth to power, sometimes as comedy

provocation, also very serious, on screen and in song. M.I.A. attracts because her work

is worth discussing as a sustained and popular � indeed, surprisingly mainstream �
compromised yet uncompromising engagement and a culturally co-ordinated political

agenda that uses provocation and stereotyping against the grain.

The issues of note M.I.A. references in her music, lyrics and interviews include

security paranoia, civil society restrictions, new police powers, surveillance technol-

ogies, a massive global information net � CCTV, visa checks, credit check and fraud

squads, telephone taps, detention centres, terror alerts and terror alert journalism �
all reliant upon a double-play of culture industry gamesmanship. Identity, multiple

identities and exotica-exploitation, perhaps even a knowingly self-orientalizing and
youth culture play are standard. This is more than a some-good, some-bad routine,

difference within limits, an ‘open’ discussion of immigration, citizenship testing,

attacks on ‘grumblers’ and other intellectual types . . .Are these the cultural forms

that enable the commercialisation of fear and the profitability of shallow to thrive or

is there something more going on?

Of course there is a dilemma in describing a video in print. The possibility of

evoking the metronome rhythm of this clip in prose is limited. The in-your-face cut

that accompanies the ‘boom’ of recognition as it is both heard, and mouthed by the

resonant overweight cop. The scree and clutter of a ragtime avalanche of sounds

cascading across random versifying. These sounds and scenes are not easily rendered in
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print. The idiom does not translate. Yet it is possible in writing to draw out the

significance of the ‘allegory’ in which uniformed US agents with automatic weapons

raid households and bundle figures into buses. The viewer asks what is going on? And

will realise soon enough that only certain people are being rounded up for

incarceration. At this point the staged pointedness of the video kicks in and we see

how all those corralled and herded into the prison bus share a physical singularity �
they are all red-heads. This bus is not much different from the iconic school bus of so
much middle American suburban cinema and TV. The kids on the bus are not felons,

they are � and this is the point � everyone’s children. This could be your son, brother,

cousin. It could be Jean Charles de Menezes killed by police in error on the tube train in

London or a WTC cleaner on the Seventh Avenue express subway � the number 2 train

� in New York, it could be the youth of Palestine, or of the London riots.

As the bus moves along a street there is some small-scale resistance � stone

throwing � and a hint of an organised opposition, sporting red kaffiyeh scarves and

Northern Ireland-style wall murals, but no direct challenge to the dragnet. About

twenty red-headed males are taken to a detention facility and forced to run across a

minefield at gunpoint. Those that do not are shot, those that do, take their chances

with the mines and snipers. The video is graphic and explicit, and designed to

provoke. The lyrics compliment a racing soundtrack that offers its own searing and

sneering indictment on the part of those forced to live beneath the radar of the state,

an aggressive throwing back � of ‘this shit’ � into the face of power. ‘Cause I got

something to say’ is the refrain, ‘I got something to say’.
The red-heads are a simple substitute, all too obvious, for the illegal migrants of the

Arizona-Texas border lands. They are also the Tamils of Sri Lanka executed by the

Sri Lankan military, the ones M.I.A. had already tweeted about, complaining that

no-one else was really shocked. The red-heads are also the Jews and, of course, the

communists � and it should not be lost on us that it could also be the Jews and

the communists that do the rounding up here, not just the US state � Palestine too,

the Muslims ‘at home’, as I have said, and the youth of Clichy-sous-Bois, Paris, or

Tottenham, Clapham, Birmingham, Manchester, Santiago, Chile, Athens, Greece,

Hama, Syria, Sanaa, Yemen, etc., etc. These substitutions and hardly-hidden analogies

do not make the point more real, but that unreality provokes reaction underlines the

point � we rehearse a very real simulacrum of concern, and nothing need be done,

in the video the red-heads are really ok, back to work, nothing to see here.

Sensation is fine in the fine arts. M.I.A. works on two levels, mimicry and

doubling twinned with repetition. Often described as a curator of a veritable

catalogue of other performers’ styles and sounds, the forked tongue of eloquence is
here deployed to good effect. Such military musterings are all too commonplace

atrocities, and all too often ignored. They occur right before the eyes of the world,

the detention and deportation round-up, the military police raid � so often a Cold

War propaganda story to discredit the Red threat of the Soviets, rarely imagined ‘at

home’ in the civilised, tolerant, white supremacist West. Nevertheless, the desert-run

security agent adventure depicted, as fiction, in Born Free is quite possibly very much

like the kind of real training exercises ‘with actors’ that we might imagine are held at

the Mojave desert National Training Centre, US Fort Irwin. It can be assumed that

Marines practice running, controlling, chasing, corralling, herding and other cowboy

scenarios somewhere. They do this either in the so-called ‘terror-town’ built in the

former New Mexico desert village of Playas, or in the Naval Special Warfare Center
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in Coronado California (Wasdin & Tamplin, 2011), which itself was where the test-

run rehearsals were held for the Seal Six team raid on the Osama bin Laden

compound in Abbottabad in May 2011. There must have been a training run before

the actual snuff film was beamed to the White House and watched so avidly by those

seen in the notorious ‘situation room’ publicity photograph. My point here is that it

is no accident that one controversy above all gets the Born Free video, and filmmaker

Romain Gavras, discussed. And it might not be surprising, given his father had made

an exposé of CIA involvement in the counter-revolution in Chile: the film Missing

(Gavras, 1982). The son knows how to shock. It is the young curly red-headed boy,

shot point-blank in the head in Born Free, that most often upsets the commentators.

It is a graphic rendition. But like the killing of Osama, that we did not ourselves

watch even though we saw the White House staff stage a viewing, this is only a

rehearsal, a citation, and this has a significance we shall see.

Born Free � lyrics

Whooo!

Yeah man made powers

Stood like a tower higher and higher hello
And the higher you go you feel lower, oh

I was close to the end staying undercover

Staying undercover

With a nose to the ground I found my sound

Got myself an interview tomorrow

I got myself a jacket for a dolla

And the car doesn’t work so I’m stuck here

Yeah I don’t wanna live for tomorrow

I push my life today

I throw this in your face when I see ya

I got something to say

I throw this shit in your face when I see ya

Cause I got something to say

I was born free (born free)

I was born free (born free)

bo-bo-born free

You could try to find ways to be happier

You might end up somewhere in Ethiopia

You can think big with your idea

You ain’t never gonna find utopia
Take a bite out of life make it snappier yeah

Ordinary gon super trippyer

So I check shit cause I’m lippyer

And split a cheque like Slovakia
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Yeah I don’t wanna live for tomorrow

I push my life today

I throw this in your face when I see you

I got something to say
I throw this shit in your face when I see you

Cause I got something to say

I was born free (born free)

I was born free (born free)

I was born free (born free)

bo-bo-born free

Ooooh

I don’t wanna talk about money, ‘cause I got it

And I don’t wanna talk about hoochies, ‘cause I been it

And I don’t wanna be that fake?, but you can do it

And imitators, yeah, speak it

Oh Lord? whoever you are, yeah come out wherever you are

Oh Lord? whoever you are, yeah come out wherever you are
And tell em!

Songwriters: Maya Arulpragasam; Martin Reverby; Dave Taylor; Alan Vega.
‘Born Free’ (Arulpragsam/Rev/Bermowitz/Taylor/Hill) # 2009 Imagem Music/Warner
Chappell North America Limited/EMI Music Publishing Limited

1001 moans

Fresh from the success of having her track ‘O Saya’ featured in Danny Boyle’s Oscar-

winning film Slumdog Millionaire (Boyle, 2009), and having made an eccentric, but

inspired version of the old Jonathan Richman’s standard ‘Roadrunner’, previously

recorded by the Sex Pistols, M.I.A. had released in July 2010 her most provocative

video yet. An intended provocation, and some would say coldly calculated use of

Gavras’s sensational effects and the heavy-handed allegory. It would be difficult not

to have some reaction or opinion. For example, if I might start at the end, what
disturbs me a little in the lyrics is that last god-bothering refrain repeated about the

Lord. It is of course incongruous to claim to be ‘Born Free’ and then require some

sort of absentee Lord to come out and get the message across � to enlighten people,

redeem them from their apathy, resensitise them. This special pleading is about as

forlorn as hoping that twitter commentary will achieve redistribution of power and

wealth adequate to the idea of that ‘freedom’. It is as inconsequential as a music

critic thinking that a pop song ought to have higher ideals and greater efficacy. To be

disappointed at this however is misplaced, and what needs to be evaluated is the
status of provocations of this sort in relation to movements and mobilisations of

viable opposition. Is it plausible to consider M.I.A. in the context of allegories and

tropes, pranks and jokes, witticisms and the critique of the fool in the face of power?

In Minima Moralia (1951), one of Adorno’s most telling insights is where he explains

that the dialectic is more nuanced than the critics usually manage. Dialectical
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thinking in a sick world is necessarily paranoid and unreasonable in a way that might

also be the fraught condition of poetry: he suggests it is the duty of the dialectician to

seem paranoid and that ‘dass einzig die Narren der Herrschaft die Wahrheit sagen’

(Adorno, 1951, p. 89)/ ‘only fools tell their masters the truth’ (Adorno, 1951/1978,

p. 73).
A storm of condemnation welcomed the initial release of the video. As might be

imagined, popular and mainstream exposure has not meant M.I.A. is universally

admired or understood. Nabeel Zuberi usefully lists a range of responses to her work

that revel in their contradictory, exoticist-orientalist perversity:

A cluster of positive and negative types and tropes emerged in countless blog entries and
comment threads, major and minor music publications. M.I.A. was a refugee-immigrant
done good; a postcolonial pimp and whore; a cultural thief; Arundhati Roy with a drum
machine; Mowgli with a spray can; hip-hop punk Situationist; prole art threat and
bourgie fetish; terrorist bitch and slumming ragpicker; an average talent with skilled
(male) producers pulling the strings. Music journalists also tended to determine her
authenticity or lack of it based on signs of middle-class privilege, the veracity of her
transnational experience as a Sri Lankan refugee, and whether or not she was an
apologist for Tamil terrorism. Much of the commentary was geared to putting M.I.A.
‘in her place’. (Zuberi, 2010, p. 188)

An impressive list and an achievement of sorts. What is curious is the number of

responses to the video which have completely missed the point, staging a kind of

ponderous shock and outrage, and even sometimes taking the attack upon red-heads

themselves as ‘real’, missing the entire allegorical plotting. There is little to be gained

in correcting the most willful of these misreadings, especially where it is clear they

have been maliciously intended.

What is more disturbing, and thereby interesting, are the accusations targeting

M.I.A. that claim a form of ‘dialectical’ and critical insight, insisting that though the

progressive intentions of filmmaker and artist may be evident, they shoot themselves

in the foot by way of, variously, a didactic heavy-handedness, a schlock-mock horror

appeal or a shameless commercialised controversy seeking sensationalism. The

reasonable tone of such accusing commentaries, for example by Anna Pickard

(2010) and Douglas Haddow (2010) in the UK, or by Yaseen Ali (2010) and Stelios

Phili (2010) in North America, are shrill in a way that only reasoned and self-regarding

ill-informed liberal conservatism can be. Haddow, in a piece called ‘The Real

Controversy of MIA’s Video’, especially seeks to impress us with his real analytical

range, citing Southpark and the IRA as antecedents, and not failing to offer a high-

minded diagnosis that takes Born Free as symptomatic of a critique that he then claims

to extend much further. His mistakes however are compounded when he equates the

execution of the red-headed boy in Born Free with a famous war atrocity from the

Vietnam war. This image was intentionally cited by Gavras, having appeared in several

films, including in full in the Monkees’ Jack Nicholson and Bob Rafelson film Head

(Rafelson,1968) and in what is arguably the first extended music video (shot on 2 inch

quadruplex video in PAL format and transferred after production to film stock) 200

Motels (Zappa & Palmer, 1971). It was also used as background visuals for the song

‘The Story of Isaac’ by Leonard Cohen on his 1972 tour � as seen in the long lost and

recently reassembled film Bird on a Wire (Palmer, 2009, discussed by Horowitz, 2007)

and the still was a backdrop in Woody Allen’s Stardust Memories (Allen, 1980) and
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discussed in detail on the Scanners blog (Emerson, 2007). It is not unknown in music

and media circles then, but the details clearly are: Haddow confuses South Vietnamese

national Police Chief Nguyẽ̂n Ngo
˙
c Loan with the victim rather than identifying him

as the brutal executioner of communist Nguyẽ̂n Văn Lém � the picture taken by

Pulitzer prize winner Eddie Adams on 1 February 1968, with film by Vo Suu � original

footage now available on google video.1

It is of musicological interest perhaps to note that Head also features a Frank

Zappa cameo where Frank criticises the Monkees for playing ‘pretty white’ songs,

commends Davy Jones on his dancing, but suggests he spend more time on his music,

‘because the youth of America depends on you to show the way’ (Rafelson, 1968).

The way they show is towards Easyrider (Hopper, 1969), which, according to Mike

Watt’s ‘Movie Outlaw’ blog, was funded in part by Monkees profits (Watts, 2010).

A comprehensive thinking through of the place of music and comedy as serious

critique might have more to say about the work of Frank Zappa, and the sort of

monkeying around that many would call bonkers. Unfortunately Zappa did not live

to give his views on the hypocrisies of the present war, but he was an outspoken critic

of the 1991 invasion of Iraq and had spent much of the 30 years of his career

lampooning the militaristic tragedy of the US forces. His classic track ‘Billy the

Mountain’ (1972) is an indictment of conscription that is funny, surreal and potent in

turns. In many ways Zappa is an antecedent of M.I.A., not only as an anti-war

activist, but also in a looped connection if we consider transliteration and repetitions

in music � inclusive of Edgar Varèse’s (mis)understanding of Hindu music where he

thought ragas could be played backwards with no appreciable loss (Varèse, 1936) �
Zappa himself was a big fan of Varèse, and Varèse’s favourite instrument, the

theremin, was itself used in tributes to M.I.A., is unusual in Asian Hip Hop, and . . .
Whoa! Vortex of multiplying cross-reference in the pop culture text. It is part of

the pleasure of Cultural Studies that a promiscuous intertextuality prevails. Yet it is

just as important to get the participants and references correct � mistaking

communists for police chiefs and informed criticism for prejudice are errors of fact

even as Born Free continues to generate controversy beyond its mild and fictional

mannerisms. Haddow goes on to suggest that ‘genocide can now be parodied in

order to promote a pop record’ and calls it a ‘dog’s breakfast of a subaltern text’

which, in his view, does not address the source of the Western viewer’s ‘desensitiza-

tion’ and ‘apathy’ in the face of myriad atrocities. His diagnosis is of ‘narrative

poverty’ that infects much more than merely this music video � his other examples

are Spielberg, The Hurt Locker and Green Zone (Haddow, 2010). Pickard, in her

quibbling article, at least recognised a more consistent politics in Born Free, despite

herself, referring to the view that the execution of the boy contravenes YouTube

content policy, she opines:

And that’s not the only reason it’s controversial. MIA says that it’s not a direct comment
on a particular political situation � and since much of her lyrics touch on real situations
of conflict and ethnic cleansing, that’s completely plausible. But the fact is that it’s
coming out at precisely the same time as a law proposed in the state of Arizona that will
allow police to detain anyone suspected of being an illegal immigrant. Unsurprisingly,
much heat is being generated by news organisations and political blogs that see the
video as a direct response. (Pickard, 2010)
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There are far worse fictional scenes in the history of cinema and television, many of

them on YouTube (watch almost any war movie in the post-Vietnam era) and it

might be worth trying to remember that here Pickard’s point in this very paragraph is

that the pop song video does not refer to the real, it really is fictional, these are

actors, the curly red-haired boy is not Vietnamese � nor for that matter Tamil or

Mexican. The point of allegory, of course, is to both allow and suggest a reading that

relates different circumstances to the ostensible story being told. It is not a secret or
accidental association on the part of M.I.A., who had herself complained on twitter

some months earlier at the New York Times presentation of Sri Lanka as a tourist

paradise while videos such as the alleged execution of Tamil refugees received only

limited attention, and certainly much less attention than Born Free.

The critiques offered of M.I.A. by those on the ill-informed ‘left’ edge of

journalism are problematically a part of the low-intensity ideological warfare that

runs alongside the deployment of troops, bombs, weapons systems and commercial

clean up � Halliburton, Bechtel, USAID.2 At the same time, M.I.A. has a favoured

and important role that extends beyond the apparatus of the music industry. This

unreasonableness is not credited by many, but M.I.A. is right to rant. In Pickard and

Haddow we see however, recourse to a sub-Adorno-esque refrain about M.I.A.’s

complicity with the sales department of the Culture Industry. This should give the

warning to any too-easy dismissal. Brand visibility is step one � M.I.A. named as one

of the 100 most influential people by Time magazine; step two is to do something

with that visibility. The question of commercial opportunism is often also raised, for
example, by Yaseen Ali in Canadian net paper Varsity.ca, where she argues that

‘M.I.A. remains an artist who profits on the proliferation of new media. Whether

fans download her work, watch her music videos or attend her concerts, there is no

way of denying the fact that she has become a brand. She is a product that can be

experienced, in the same manner that her politics can be purchased’ such that

‘M.I.A.’s output becomes something that can be taken up as an affectation � a

political idea that can be bought, consumed, and trotted out in the name of

‘‘resistance’’’ (Ali, 2010).

Other critics find M.I.A. annoying, her ‘babbling is palatable because it’s

rendered incomprehensible by the jungle beat’ (Phili, 2010), a ‘middling rapper’

(TamilNet, 2010). My argument is that these are unfair assessments � and I think

many of them are simply wrong � spitting too much at a pop video that has at least

some merit as a provocation and in any case the issues themselves, whatever the

merits of the video or of its critique, remain sharp � people worldwide are subject to

arbitrary arrest and detention, by cops very much like the prototype ‘Good ‘ol boys’

shown here. So, while there can be continued controversy, commercial sponsors,
debates about propriety and taste, there is no question that the withdrawal of the

video from YouTube in late July 2010 and the subsequent chatter, have made this a

celebrity prank that deserved a more nuanced attention.

A July 2010 performance of ‘Born Free’ on NBC evening variety and chatshow

‘Dave Letterman’, with two dozen all-look-the-same look-a-like M.I.A. clones

taking over the stage, is a further prank. One, two, many M.I.A.’s? Letterman can

only manage a feeble ‘Happy Halloween’ (in July?) and smirking disapproval in a

response reminiscent of Ed Sullivan introducing the Rolling Stones all those years

ago. But M.I.A. performing the song separate from the video functions only as an

advertisement for controversy. Staged, yet still effective � on Letterman. What the
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performance offers is a small frisson of non-conformity, but does not further the

already known dynamics of prankster opposition. Despite its ‘enigmatic quality’

(Adorno, 1952/2005, p. 33) we are still left with a myopic, inconclusive and

ambiguous commercial ‘rebellion’ and the barbarism of art after Auschwitz.

Sell out, or Tiocfaidh ár lá

M.I.A. in a way, even when she speaks out, is silenced. And despite the vocal �
‘something to say’ � this silence quietly orchestrates a strategic narration. It is surely

insufficient to denounce music that wants to achieve some effect as some sort of

betrayal of its artistic aspect � as if we were sure we knew what art was exactly. Nor is

it good to ignore the subordination of music to politics insofar as it may appear as a
limitation. What seems best is to hold these critiques together in an attempt, at least,

to learn to make or discern more analytic distinctions and the possibility of multiple

concurrent determinations. It is my contention that Born Free moves beyond

representation of identitarian politics by way of exaggeration or obviousness, it

explodes the simple emotive pull of complacent documentary realism with hyper

schlock effect explosions, of heads, of teens, precisely designed to be so provocative it

must be dismissed, tangentially raising the questioning a gear. This is not just news �
of actual killings, executions, police violence � but the explosion of a collusion in
news realism of state ideology and passivity before the screen. Born Free is the pop

video no longer complicit with a power that displays the instruments of repression all

the more to terrorise. It shows instead how violent reality is by showing a violent

fiction, before which passivity is more violent yet. A break with comfortable viewing

over dinner, the staged controversy deserves more than a brief pause � it offers a

cinema of indigestion.

A wilful bias and misreading of M.I.A., in terms of whether she is a ‘sell out’, has

‘inconsistent’ politics, supports terrorist groups or is merely a provocateur resonates
throughout the discussion. The terrorist charge is alleged, in a particularly

pantomime video response to her hit single ‘Paper Planes’ (2007), by Sri Lankan-

American rapper Delon � ‘an empty ploy for publicity’ (Solarsky, 2008).3 Links to

the LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam) are of course contested and

characteristically an ideological minefield determined according to when different

States proscribed the organization as ‘terrorist’ (India in the 1990s, European States

after 2001). My interpretation is that on M.I.A.’s ‘Paper Planes’, the signature

gunshot-cash till sonic punctuation � bang bang bang ker-ching � knowingly serves
to underline the alienated commercial register; brilliant, but ultimately also a hook

ready for recuperation for those who miss the point that pop music is not itself the

revolution. If it causes a stink, gets people to talk � about issues � and acts as a

support for those who would take politics seriously, then who can complain? On one

level, the controversy and the debate is the politics of this form. It would not be

inappropriate to suggest that the disconnect between the political narrative of the

Born Free video and the lack of explicit reference in the song lyrics is the most

obvious guarantee that the song is intended politically. But why be obvious? We
might consider what it means to repeat the phrase ‘I’ve got something to say’ �
notwithstanding that The Guardian used the very same line twice as headline for a

puff piece on the launch day of Tony Blair’s ‘memoirs’ (Kettle, 2010). The aphoristic

and ironic nature of this assertion of vocal intent in M.I.A.’s hands, as opposed to
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Blair, is subtle simply because M.I.A. says nothing offensive in comparison to Blair’s

verbose, dissembling autobiographical cover for his war-mongering ways. It is not

without reason that people have been moving Blair’s book to the crime or fiction

sections of the bookstores � as the sign in the video says, ‘our day will come’.

On another level, the search for consistency and depth in pop is also somewhat

overbearing. Street Fighting Men might end up on sponsored tours that sell

automobiles like the 1995 2-door special Rolling Stones edition Golf VW, or Stooges

for Capital might end up selling insurance.4 Mathangi Arulpragasam has married

into the well-off Bronfman family and yet can say:

People reckon that I need a political degree in order to go, ‘My school got bombed and
I remember it cos I was ten-years-old’. I think if there is an issue of people who, having
had first hand experiences, are not being able to recount that � because there is law or
government restrictions or censorship or the removal of an individual story in a political
situation � then that’s what I’ll keep saying and sticking up for, cos I think that’s the most
dangerous thing. I think removing individual voices and not letting Tamil people just go
‘This happened to me’ is really dangerous. That’s what was happening, all the Tamils
were being made to look a certain way, and nobody handed them the microphone to say,
‘This is happening and I don’t like it’. (ClashMusic 28 June 2010)

Curiously, in the Wikipedia entry citation of this passage the words ‘Tamil and

Tamils were edited out and replaced with the more general ‘‘people’’ when uploaded

on the site’ � an exhausting if not exhaustive search of the Wikipedia page history did

not reveal who made the edits, but the erasure is not just semantic. There is no

question that M.I.A.’s political activism generates discussion, but much of this seems

like white noise when not linked to a progressive political group or program.

Generalities are susceptible traps even where the question of freedom is raised in

Born Free in several pressing registers. The difficult question however, is how much

weight to place on the possibility of the artist having something to say. ‘Born Free’

and ‘I’ve got something to say’ are lyric lines emphasised and reflected by repetitions

in the rhythm, but to an extent perhaps that they are parodic, and so to underline

their special pleading, they state their opposite. No longer free, signifying nothing.

This might be a harsh diagnosis to offer, even as dialectical speculation, yet it fits the

biographical trajectory of its spokesperson. Life does matter, and the placing of the

music in the hands of such large industry forces, can never be neutral. It is also

important to see the lyric set against the music itself, though final decisions on the

significance of opposition counterpoint or complimentarity are not easily arbitrated.

In the video the themes of liberty from state repression and detention, from the

outrages of military and police political � ethnic, identitarian � targeting of groups,

and the erasure of civil rights are each neatly skewered. Yet the street furniture of this

music is false, shop-bought distressed rather than reclaimed or found refuse.

A stylized chair designed to look like something salvaged from a car wreck; milk

crate coffee tables; mirrors where only the frames are cracked. This is fashion

rebellion mass marketed as a poignant reminder that the massive energies of the

culture industry would be potent if really politicised, but in this form remain only

merchandising. All the problems of how this is art and thereby ineffective, even

complicit, are still to work through, but if art could not have political ambitions, even

as mere commentary, there would be nothing for crritics. For the sensibility of Born

Free, politics is not a specified location or a particular cause, but the possibility of
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causes no matter who you are, the possibility of bringing awareness and sensitivity to

the scenes of injustice and of responsibility to a generalised audience. This sometimes

has the danger of becoming preacherly, but there is clearly also the expectation, very

often rewarded, that the audiences addressed are fully able to analyze and judge at a

level superior to the normative stupification of commerce.

The point is to defend M.I.A. from extant criticisms only to then make a more
substantive critique of the form and its trinketization. There is a dilemma here in

disguise: to dress up politics as music may mean both music and politics become pale

pantomime imitations of themselves. This is not a problem if it is conceded that no

politics or music, as such, can be isolated and that both are invariably intermingled to

the extent that they mingle at all. Mimicry itself has a long heritage in social theory �
Auerbach (1953), Adorno (1991), Taussig (1993), Bhabha (1994) to name a few. It is

Adorno’s sense that makes the most sense, where mimicry offers the stamp of identity

and renders all things the same even in their ‘claim to be irreplaceably unique’

(Adorno, 1991, p. 68) � a market phenomenon, rendered in the alchemy of the

phantasmagoric double life of things, as things and as things in exchange. Think of the

endless exchanges that render Marx’s coat a commodity, and then see that after ten

years of War on Terror the public, as presented on TV and in shopping malls, are even

more inured to this show-boating dressage. We all wear combat fatigues, even our

backpacks are designer military issue, little to distinguish the supply lines of the

market from the PX. I wear t-shirts from the Old Navy company, desert camo shorts,

khaki converse. And the time of this war is endless, always on stage 3 alert, no end to
the drone attacks or the mail-shots. M.I.A. wearing a ‘Complaints Department’/

grenade t-shirt, leaves us with ambiguities as to whether she really has something to

say, can readily be heard as an ironic articulation of a vocal impotence, shrill shouting

of truths in a vacuum, or a space in which no-one cares if you scream. The prank, and

the t-shirt, is the trinketized form of the political movement. The one-off, one-day-a-

year event stunt that thrives in the post-1968 anti-Leninist style-culture politics of

social media. As such, Born Free itself masquerades in danger of a reconciliation with

the camps as those paid to act like camp guards chase after actors in the fiction of the

real. Remember the Osama training sessions at Camp Coronado. So also do our

creatives chase, the under-assistant west coast promo man as much as the marketing

team of Beggars Banquet Records, itself no stranger to staged controversy, or

commercial gain. The entire scenario is ring-fenced by the counting � and

interrogation � of sales units. It is forbidden here to even acknowledge the question

of profits, even as we nod towards the plight of contemporary detainees we keep an eye

on the charts. The barbarity of the commercial holocaust was never more poetic, as we

will see. That the Born Free video does not itself further the cause of justice for those

abused by border-camp machines resolves itself into recognition that without political
power, having something to say remains moot. At the same time, it must always be

made clear that political power without ‘something to say’ breeds totalitarianism.

The dilemma, perhaps not so hard to solve for some, in analysis of M.I.A., is that

of the close proximity of the provocateur-artist and the corporate stager. Married

into fortune and industry and at the same time accessing its most maverick radical

latitudes, a sister with a business plan alongside the confidence to win by risking all

because there is nothing much to lose. It is exactly in this comfortable conjunction

that the prankster thrives, kept by the side of the King. In my lecture course on

Capital I have argued that Orson Welles is the patron saint of both commodities and
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pranks � the freedom to experiment is bought by way of a well-funded security, for

now, of tenure. This also provokes hostile responses, to which there is no ready

comeback. The jester’s life is fragile. M.I.A. earns considerable antipathy, in part a

consequence of the creative energy and freedom afforded a rogue success, both
threatening and jealous-making, and to some extent compromised in a baseless

conflation of oppositionality and opportunism. There is an opposition here, but it

cannot win on its own terms or while it is compromised by the support of what it

opposes. This too is the problem of every ‘free’ radical, never quite free, but looking

towards a day of political transformation yet to come.

Within cultural studies, or music criticism, or perhaps even Wikipedia edit wars,

the vortextual descent into flame criticism should be tempered with the ambition to

make each essay, by way of a writing, storytelling, or theoretical insight, a
contribution to political redress. Storytelling as a kind of merchandising of ideas

is important, though the extent to which this is promoted cannot override the

imperative of political diagnosis and critique. For example, an essay on the need for a

new media studies must advance a critique and development of thinking on

representation. This essay on M.I.A. must then be a theory of pranks like a red-

head round-up in relation to mobilisation against detention and police power.

Perhaps secondarily this essay can contribute in terms of the ways a filmed narrative

of consequence is caught up as alibi for that which it ostensibly critiques to the extent
that the prank poses the problem and asserts a solution it is, alone, incapable of

delivering. Both Gavras and Arulpragasam as propagandists must be praised and fail

in equal measure to the extent that their worthy critique does or does not fund a

mobilisation or an organisation capable of being more than merely entertained by

their provocations. The pranking jester and the fourth army people’s theatre both

must rely upon those they follow more than opportunistically seek a following. What

then is ripe for examination is the joke.

Scheherazade in Guantanamo

If our storytelling hero Scheherazade were subject to arrest, special rendition, torture

and detention, I imagine her as M.I.A., defiantly shouting out home truths to the

interrogators and sending flamboyant secret mix tapes out through the underground

tunnels. Scheherazade as a covert-beam MTV VJ, taking seriously the time that low-

level military on rotation to Iraq or Afghanistan need to upload their Humvee patrol

and night-vision helmet-cam footage onto YouTube with heavy metal soundtracks,
death metal CNN clips and feeds from drone planes and smart bombs to thumping

rhythm. Cue the Hanging Channel, with kaleidoscopic explosion videos from Bikini

Atoll to the Hindu Kush. All tracks on a 1001 day playlist for Mother Courage and

her camp followers.

If M.I.A. is a contemporary Scheherazade we will have to twist the ur-story just a

little to accommodate the music industry, internets, MySpace, YouTube, fan cultures,

press controversies and shock-jock radio talkback, let alone music press and academic

musicology. These are also the despotic, which rule through commodity power. M.I.A.
does not want to redeem women in the face of the King, but rather to avenge a more

systematic betrayal. Yes, she sleeps with the enemy, but it is public apathy in front of

atrocity that must be combated with better stories. What can a poor girl do, but sing

in a rock and roll band? Sleepy London Town wakes up and riots, but only to a
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media kerfuffle; the staged controversy of provocation in Born Free has a wider more

subtle point. Yet, it troubles me that few see that the cultural power of the prank is as

gesture and � only � part one of a political program that would be capable of undoing

the vast punitive and class biased legal-military-commercial apparatus. This means

secret courts and police that condemn and kill while bonus-rich bankers, expense-

account scheming politicians and eavesdropping shop-your-mother-for-a-story jour-

nalists seem exempt from prosecution. The increasing privilege of the super-wealthy
contrasts with cuts to services, decline of community support facilities and racism as

the default position to defend the white supremacist social structure of advantage. As

mentioned before, following Bhattacharyya (2008), a cultural project accompanies

war, and in the last ten years this takes the form of a scorched earth policy that

transforms the social compact into a paranoid ‘big society’ conflict, transforms the

daily life of every city in the world, every airport, every institution, major sporting

event, transport system and significant building. Citizens everywhere are subject to an

array of Matrix checks and civil liberty restrictions manifest as tedium � security lines,

surveillance, extended queues, generalised paranoia. Alongside this, a forced inatten-

tion, slightly amused, amounting to a passive anxiety that never lifts. We dress in

designer fatigues just to endure this. I have argued that uniform-chic is in, stereotypes

breeding the extension of role-play to the sound-bite scenarios of news as entertain-

ment are now complete.

M.I.A.’s work is poetry after Guantanamo in the spirit of that dialectical

thinking that Adorno intended when he recognised that aesthetic production that did
not balk in the face of industrialised terror was complicit with that terror, hence

barbaric. M.I.A.’s track, and the Gavras video, is at least cognizant that the camps,

and all the other atrocities of advanced capitalist culture, are irredeemably part and

parcel, a perverted gift economy, of our present. In this context, it might seem

impossible to write poetry in the face of atrocity, but if we expand the phrase in

question just a little we find that the words ‘to write poetry after Auschwitz is

barbaric’ are just one pole of a dialectic faced by cultural critique. The other pole is

that this ‘also eats away at the understanding that tells us why it became impossible

to write poems today’ (Adorno, 1967/1981, p. 34 [translation modified, the English

puts ‘corrodes’ for the more primal ‘fribt . . . an’, Adorno, 1977/2003, p. 30]). Here we

are setting out the contours of an impasse: on one side an injunction, on the other

the decay of our reason for that injunction. This is dialectics.

We can expand the quote some more. The next sentence is instructive: ‘So long as

the critical spirit remains cocooned in self-satisfied contemplation, it is not up to the

task of confronting the absolute reification’ (Adorno, 1967/1981, p. 34). In Minima

Moralia, Adorno had said ‘Anything that is not reified, cannot be counted or
measured, ceases to exist’ (Adorno, 1951/1978, p. 47) � the care with which we should

read Adorno can be demonstrated if we consider the ways even this sentence can be

misconstrued. There is a danger in thinking that grumpy old Adorno sees the whole

world in danger of being reduced to calculus. The sentence might also be taken to

mean that Adorno would have us defend all that cannot be measured � love, art,

great music � but Adorno is not such a romantic. We should read the sentence as an

assertion within an unfolding dialectical exploration, an attempt to think through the

movement of contradiction and to rail � yes, to have a position � against resignation

to both instrumentalism and romanticism. There is some mockery there too in the

sentence about poetry after Auschwitz � would it in any case be so barbaric to write
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poems about a death camp � yes, I know, Roberto Benigni made a comedy about

one, Life is Beautiful (1997), and so M.I.A. and Gavras have made a video.

But of course Adorno is critical of this ‘ready-made’ opportunism in the culture

industry that would remember the past only to ‘consign it to oblivion’ (Adorno,

1951/1978, p. 47). If we expand the ‘Auschwitz’ quote even further, we see that the

cynical ‘hucksters’ are the ones who will take advantage of such efforts, and grin’

while treating the remembered past as so much neutralised ‘trash’. Even the place of

humour here is exposed as complicit, so that with a smirk, critique is also reduced to

‘idle chatter’ [Geschwätz] (Adorno, 1967/1981, p. 34; 1977/2003, p. 30). This itself sets

up the voice that will speak the words about barbarism � and it is not Adorno’s

voice, but a staged voicing of one side of the dialectical exposé:

. . . dragged into the abyss by its object. The Materialistic transparency of culture has not
made it more honest, only more vulgar. By relinquishing its own particularity, culture
has also relinquished the salt of truth, which once consisted in its opposition to other
particularities. To call it to account before a responsibility which it denies is only to
confirm cultural pomposity. Neutralized and ready-made, traditional culture has
become worthless today. Through an irrevocable process its heritage, hypocritically
reclaimed by the Russians, has become expendable to the highest degree, superfluous,
trash. And the hucksters of mass culture can point to it with a grin, for they treat it as
such. The more total society becomes, the greater the reification of the mind and the
more paradoxical its effort to escape reification on its own. Even the most extreme
consciousness of doom threatens to degenerate into idle chatter. Cultural criticism finds
itself faced with the final stage of the dialectic of culture and barbarism. To write poetry
after Auschwitz is barbaric. And this eats away at [frißt . . . an] even the knowledge of
why it has become impossible to write poetry today. Absolute reification, which
presupposed intellectual progress as one of its elements, is now preparing to absorb the
mind entirely. Critical intelligence cannot be equal to this challenge as long as it confines
itself to self-satisfied contemplation. (Adorno, 1967/1981, p. 34 [translation modified by
author, as indicated])

Indifference to the fate of others means complicity with totalitarianism, but it can

also take the form of self-declared anti-totalitarianism projected and reversed � a

self-aggrandizing interventionism, bombing villages to save them from themselves.

This barbarity requires storytelling to undo power, but we have turned the storyteller

into a detainee under duress who sits beside us, mute. How can I describe this absent-

minded anxiety that produces simultaneously a never-say-die stoicism and an

unexamined access-all-areas racism, capitulating to corporate greed and extreme

police power, from DNA swab to remote drone assassinations, if not by calling this

despotism? ‘Silence under the terror’ impoverishes us all, and it is unseemly violent to

laugh over this, but necessary. It is no joke that the extension to all areas of the

convoluted components of previous wars and previous abject politics means this

situation can only be described as an attack upon everyone. The red-heads in Born

Free are more than an allegorical everyone: in that image there is a warning that we

are all running into the minefields, headlong and without end. Shall we become

accustomed to it? For how many nights and under what phantasmagoric house

arrest?
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Notes

1. Retrieved on 6 August 2011 from http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid�23900913270
94425662#

2. In 2003 these firms were already reported to be contracting for ‘peacetime’ rebuilding
contracts, according to Fogarty (2003).

3. Retrieved on 7 August 2011 from http://youtu.be/y_VvOCDQK48
4. Several Rolling Stones tours sponsored by Volkswagen, for example the Voodoo Lounge

tour of 1995: http://hutnyk.wordpress.com/2011/12/17/voodoo-lounge-tour-volkswagen-
sponsorship-poster/ � accessed 11 December 2011. Iggy Pop’s fronting for an insurance
company is perhaps more bizarre, and probably why it works (Dowling, 2009).
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